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„Lors d'une séparation, c’est celui qui n’est pas vraiment amoureux qui dit les choses les plus tendres.“ 

In a separation it is the one who is not really in love who says the more tender things.  

 

Marcel Proust 

  

housands of articles and analyses, as 

many speeches and pamphlets - just in 

two years Brexit became an object of 

diverse art. Some poured their grief out in songs, 

some praised it in poetry, others named their 

pets after it. A quick Internet search indicates 

that Brexit is related to excitement and endless 

emotions. A few days ago it acquired a White 

Paper, which further ignited the moods. 

On 12 July 2018 Theresa May presented the 

voluminous plan for the future relationship with 

the EU - “the White paper”, containing about 

hundred pages, prompted reflection, but also 

shocks, resignations and radically opposing 

views. 

 

What does the White paper actually propose for 

the future relationship between the United 

Kingdom and the European Union? The basis of 

the proposal is the settlement of a free trade 

area for goods (including agricultural) with the 

EU. According to the document, this will 

eliminate the obstacles at the borders and will 

guarantee that the two parties fulfil their 

obligations with Northern Ireland and Ireland.  

 

Four main areas of the future collaboration are 

included in the proposition: economic 

cooperation, cooperation on security, 

cooperation on atomic energy and aviation, and 

the institutional framework of the future 

agreement. The British government would like to 

retain close cooperation with the EU and to 
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participate in the European agencies for 

chemicals, aviation and medicines.  

 

The free movement of goods is the main element 

proposed by the British government. As per the 

proposal, the UK will continue to follow the rules 

and standards of the EU on goods, in order to 

protect the supply chain and to avoid obstacles 

for the producers. Practically, the White paper 

offers “a quarter membership” - participation in 

one of the four freedoms - the free movement of 

goods. In regard to the customs duties, the White 

paper contains a proposal for a “facilitated 

customs arrangement”. According to that 

proposal, the EU customs tariffs should apply on 

goods that are intended for the EU market, while 

goods intended for the UK market should be 

subject to UK tariffs. According to the document, 

the system will be introduced in stages, but no 

exact timelines for its implementation and 

functioning are provided. The UK has softened 

its view on the regulatory harmonization and the 

role of the EU Court to a considerable degree. 

The document does not even completely 

eliminate the competence of the Court of the EU. 

The United Kingdom is willing to remain in the 

European VAT regime. 

 

In regard to the services, including the financial 

services, the White paper provides for a 

“regulatory freedom” of the United Kingdom, 

which means that the regulations will differ, and 

respectively the access to the EU market will be 

limited. This proposition infuriated the London 

bankers and will probably be one of the hardest 

matters in the negotiations on the EU side as 

well. A reminder is due, that the services account 

for a considerable share of the British economy. 

 

The other contradictory matter is the free 

movement of persons. According to the 

document, the United Kingdom will discontinue 

the free movement of persons, but the EU 

citizens will be allowed to travel freely, without a 

visa for tourism as well as for "paid work in 

limited and clearly defined circumstances". The 

exact proposition of the UK for the immigration 

regime after the withdrawal will be prepared in 

detail in another document. The new rules are 

expected to be tailored to the needs of the 

business of workers, professionals and 

researchers. 

 

In order to ensure a smooth relationship and 

effective collaboration in the future, the British 

government proposes joint institutional 

arrangements that guarantee appropriate 

democratic accountability, allow relations to 

evolve over time and arising problems to be 

solved. Practically, the proposition is a form of an 

association agreement, ensuring regular 

dialogue between the leaders and the ministers 

of the UK and the EU. Actually it turns out to be 

“something like European economic partnership, 

something like a free trade area, something like 

an association agreement - all in all, something 

unlike anything so far”. 

 

The White paper brought about the anger of the 

“hard Brexit” supporters in the conservative 

party, who called it а “betrayal of the promise” to 

leave the EU. They are afraid that the proposed 

tight links with the EU will in fact continue the 

UK membership, while Brexit will be only in 

words. As Boris Johnson wrote in his resignation 

letter “the Brexit dream is dying”. Another 

member of the Tory party, Jacob Rees-Mogg 

shared in twitter that this is a “bad deal for Great 

Britain”. He compared the proposal to “the 

greatest vassalage since King John paid homage 

to Phillip II at Le Goulet in 1200.” The critics of 

the proposed document suspect a possibility for 

a conclusion of an immigration agreement that 

gives priority to the EU citizens. Thе possibility of 
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influence from the Court of the EU in the future 

relations with the EU does not appeal to them. 

 

One cannot possibly miss to point out the fault of 

the extremists in the Conservative party, who 

neglected the basic conservatism principles, and 

with manipulation and untruths (why not call it 

with the most exact word - “lies”) made many 

British believe that the United Kingdom should 

leave the EU in the name of sovereignty, control 

and economic benefit. No one, however, 

explained to these people what exactly does 

Brexit mean and what consequences would it 

have for their future. Maybe even the agitators 

for Brexit themselves had not imagined what a 

mess they were making, and the most active 

among them stepped back when they faced the 

reality of the inevitable compromises and the 

hard decisions. The resignation of two key 

figures from the cabinet - Boris Johnson and 

David Davis, seemed to destabilise the 

government at first glance, but their speedy 

substitutions with others who, according the The 

Economist are “more competent and dynamic” 

rather strengthened Theresa May's position. 

 

Coping to a certain extent and for now with the 

“extremists” in the party, Theresa May has the 

difficult task to present the good intentions and 

pragmatism of the proposals made to the 

European leaders. Inside the country she must 

convince the supporters of Brexit that the United 

Kingdom is leaving the EU with the common 

market and its four freedoms, while outside she 

must make her European partners believe that 

the withdrawal is fictitious and the future 

relations with the EU will remain the closest 

possible to the mutually beneficial. Difficult task! 

If the “gentle” approach fails, this might lead to 

the end of May and her removal from the 

“extremists”. There are also signs that the 

labourists are starting to prepare for elections in 

the fall, and in the occasion of elections it is not 

certain whether the UK voters would be willing to 

forgive the conservatives for the mess they 

dragged the country into. The situation is indeed 

complicated, controversial and too delicate - 

even a small insignificant step could cause 

unpredictable consequences. 

 

But would the EU accept this proposal? Would it, 

for example, accept the free trade area (which is 

most certainly beneficial to the European firms) 

or would it bind it with the free movement of 

persons? The unity of the four freedoms is a 

fundamental principle upon which the EU leads 

the negotiations with the UK from the very 

beginning. Would the Europeans be bothered by 

the UK desire to remain in the EU agencies of its 

choice? How would the proposed social customs 

arrangements be perceived? The EU reaction to 

this proposal for “gentle” Brexit and а close 

relationship afterwards is still unknown. Michel 

Barnier - the chief negotiator on behalf of the 

European Union - did not react definitively, 

stating that he firstly needs to familiarise himself 

in detail with the voluminous document. The 

German chancellor Angela Merkel referred to the 

new plan as a “solid step forward”. The minister 

of foreign affairs of Ireland Simon Coveney 

welcomed the plan of the British government for 

future relations with the European Union - “I 

certainly think it is a step towards a much softer 

Brexit than some people have been advocating”. 

An EU diplomat made a joke that from an 

economic point of view the proposal seems more 

“like a membership application than an exit deal” 

- he was cited by Financial Times. 

 

But is this really the case? The White Paper 

contains details which would most likely not 

appeal to Brussels. For example, the proposed 

common rulebook in relation to the free 

movement of goods does not include the issue of 
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labelling. It insists that the state aid regime 

should not be subject to taxation, which the EU 

will most probably find unacceptable. Upon 

implementation of the new rules in the EU, the 

UK would like to participate in the consultations 

during the legislative process, and to have the 

possibility for an independent body to resolve 

arising disputes. As always, the devil is in the 

detail…, and many more details can be pointed 

out. There is already quite a lot of criticism 

coming from Brussels which defined the 

proposed customs arrangement as an incredibly 

complicated mess.   

 

The American President Donald Trump created 

additional tension in regard to the White paper 

by criticizing it in his usual manner - harshly and 

undiplomatically, blaming Theresa May for not 

following his advice on the way of exiting the EU 

and disappointing those who expected a trade 

agreement with the USA after Brexit. Again in his 

style, he changed his opinion a few hours later. It 

still remains unclear, however, what 

development of the trade relations between the 

UK and the USA could be expected. 

 

One thing is certain - time follows its course, and 

March 2019 is speedily approaching. The 

question about the exit remains - is it going to be 

soft, hard or with no exit? As it is well known, in 

politics anything is possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


